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Motto: „Small company, with big opportunities, serious works.” 

Past and future: 

Solid base: 

Electric and mechanic engeneers, who got their technical knowledge in GANZ-companies 
 
Professional abilities, project challanges, valuable business connections. 

New operation mode: 

Small design and executing team. 
Good and reliable business, technical connection with customers,  
suppliers, partner companies. 
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Motor tervezés 

Vehicle system design 

Energy storage 
systems 

Motor design 

Activites: 

1.Motor designs 

2.Energy storage systems 

3.Vehicle traction and regulation system design,  
operating software development 

Static magnetic field motors design,  
production for free-time activity vehicles. 
Output: 2-8 kW 

Li or NiMH based batteries, together with  
Management systems (BMS).  

Our company designs the vehicle's electric traction  
System, operating regulation system, and  
produces the necessary softwares. 
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Activities: 
 

4. Machinery design  

5. Assembly, ignition 

Design of the vehicles' main arrangements. 
 
Unit design, placing of the main components,  
modelling with 3D programs. 

Our servicemen by themself or together with the   
customer's people together do the assembly. 
 
With the produced softwares the engeneers execute  
the standing and running trials, form the requested  
Attributes of the vehicle. 
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Main projects (2009-2013): 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 MIII locomotive's conversion to diesel-electric for SZKT 
 
 
 Participation in the electric midi-bus projekt (e.g. BMS delivery) 
 
 
 Hybrid locomotives for Lillafüred and Szilvásvárad 
 
 
 Battery trolleybus (T-813) system design, driving software  
   BMS preparation for the EDF-DÉMÁSZ development project 
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Main projects (2009-2013): 
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The project's aim was to make an innovative trolleybus with new traction container and battery 
autonomous drive using a vehicle body in good condition. 
 
As a first phase the autonomous drive was made using Li-based batteries 
built in the rear-box. 
 
Modern, new CAN-based propulsion controll system. 
 
CAN-based battery management system. 
 
On-board battery charging system, integrated. 
 
 
Calculated autonomous drive: 5 km in urban traffic, without air-condition. 

12 m battery trolley-bus for SZKT (project with EDF-DÉMÁSZ) 
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The four-axle locomotives were built in 1961, and got a full propulsion reconstruction. 
 
The original diesel-hydraulic drive was exchanged with new, diesel-electric-hybrid drive, 
with axle-by-axle or bogie-by-bogie static magnetic liquid-cooled traction motors. 
 
The locomotives run on 760 mm gauge railways in Szilvásváradon (2012) 
and in Lillafüreden (2010). 
 
Maximal speed: 30 km/h, pulling power: 62 kN, and 45 kN. 
 
The main source of energy is a diesel-electric generator unit, which through a current converter 
provides DC power for the traction batteries. 
Through the batteries the traction inverters and auxilliaries become power. 
The batteries are Li-based. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Environmentally friendly and efficient diesel-electric locomotives 
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Narrow gauge hybrid locomotive: 



 
Main attributes: 
 

 Sophisticated traction-dynamic qualities, easy and 
comfortable driving 
 

 Modern diesel unit with lower consumption and lower 
mass than its predecessor. 
 

 During service operation the loco can move in clean 
electric mode: shunting, depot movements. 
 

 Lower fuel and maintenance costs, lower noise and 
harmful material emission. 
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Narrow gauge hybrid locomotive: 



 Electric system design and software preparation 
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Narrow gauge hybrid locomotive: 
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Narrow gauge hybrid locomotive: 

Design of machinery 



Design of machinery 
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Narrow gauge hybrid locomotive: 



  Complete electric cabinet/frame design, modelling 
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Narrow gauge hybrid locomotive: 



Narrow gauge hybrid locomotive: 

  Assembling: 
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SEDULITAS-PRO Kft.                                1041 BUDAPEST, DEÁK F. U. 41. 
info@sedulitas-pro.hu      www.sedulitas-pro.hu 

Thank you for the attention! 
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